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The economy of the state of Israel that enables it to treat the international community with
such contempt, is dependent entirely upon its trade with the EU single market. And that,
apart from any other consideration, is another important reason for the UK to vote to leave
the European Union.

The position of the EU as Israel’s primary trading partner is enabled under the EU-Israel
Association Agreement, notwithstanding that Article 2 of that Agreement very clearly states:

“Relations between the parties, as well as all the provisions of the Agreement itself, shall be
based on respect for human rights and democratic principles, which guides their internal
and international policy and constitutes an essential element of this agreement.”

It is a blatant fact that Israel – as illegal occupier of the Occupied Palestinian Territories has
been in gross breach of this provision since the very inception of the Agreement and yet the
EU has turned a blind eye to the continuing violations that include the illegal settlement of
over  a  half  a  million  Israelis  on  Palestinian  soil  in  a  deliberate  effort  to  prevent  the
establishment  of  an  independent  state  for  the  largest  indigenous  people  of  the  region.

The reason for this intolerable state of affairs is unquestionably the influence of the lobbyists
embedded within the councils and committees of the European Union at virtually every level
in  Brussels  and  elsewhere,  who  exert  a  corrupting  effect  upon  EU  political  and  economic
policy in order to skew EU political decisions, funding and bilateral trade to the favour of the
(non-member) Israeli state.

A vote to divorce the United Kingdom from the EU would clearly indicate British rejection of
such artificial  and dangerous ‘arrangements’ that have such an adverse impact upon both
regional and world peace.
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